Interactive Classic Range

By utilising only the highest quality components, a CommBox Touchscreen has a 17 year life expectancy and does not require maintenance.

A Smarter Investment

Connect a Windows PC, Mac or laptop and interact immediately: no drivers or calibration required. CommBox Interactive touchscreens are truly plug & play. A Classic touchscreen comes ready to use straight out of the box, reducing installation time and costs.

Plug & Play

Optical touch technology provides a much higher resolution touch experience for users. Touch is faster and more accurate than infra-red blocking providing a much more natural handwriting experience. This is especially important for Maths and Science users who like to use small fine writing for equations etc. The pen for the CommBox Classic is even a standard whiteboard marker which users are already accustomed to and again provides the natural handwriting experience that is so important.

Premium Anti-Glare

The premium anti-glare glass of the CommBox Classic is acid etched rather than the standard spray on coating, providing clearer images, smooth to touch and will never wear out with cleaning etc. CommBox anti-glare glass performs even in the brightest rooms and open areas.

4K Ultra HD

The Classic range provides superior resolution for 55", 65", 75", 86" and 98" models at 3840 x 2160. With ultra sharp graphics and text, your presentations will create a lasting impression.

A Smarter Investment

By utilising only the highest quality components, a CommBox Touchscreen has a 17 year life expectancy and does not require maintenance.

Classic Sizes

Optical touch technology provides a much higher resolution touch experience for users. Touch is faster and more accurate than infra-red blocking providing a much more natural handwriting experience. This is especially important for Maths and Science users who like to use small fine writing for equations etc.

The pen for the CommBox Classic is even a standard whiteboard marker which users are already accustomed to and again provides the natural handwriting experience that is so important.

Natural handwriting experience